TIME IS PRECIOUS USE IT WISELY - SEP-17-2019

This is the time for change in your compliance department for fastest approval.
The Following programs or expressions or commercials do not represent views & opinions of Radiohumrahi or its affiliates & its staff. Viewer’s Discretion is always advised.
The Contemporary Journalism™

To bring more of these type of stories to you, we need your help and financial support. Please donate graciously so that all communities worldwide can benefit from awareness about the use of chemicals for good or otherwise, GMO (genetically modified organisms), their benefits for high yield crops and how excessive use of sugary drinks can negatively impact people’s lives etc., and so on. This is called Contemporary Journalism A Contemporary Journalism is Modern i.e., Present day Journalism, not a typical traditional type as it used to be.
1. Working for a Stupid Bastard is Millions Times Harder Than Working for Super Smarts

2. Corrupt / Disorganized / Unproductive People or Systems are Representations of Arragance

3. Dealing With unjust is like dealing with Hell

4. The Code for unjust Laws is This World is Not Fair

www.microvolt.com
कैसे मैं वो देख दिखाया जाए?
किसके समझ है ना कौन?
क्योंकि जलपान दिखा दिखा दिखा है?
किसे मुझे दिखाया दिखाया?
क्योंकि अब ने माफ़ कराया सभी मुदता है
भत्त दिखाया दीन दिखाया है?
क्यों न होता है जीवित दिखा दिखा देखा देखा?

cहे सात सितारा दिखा दिखा दिखा है
आ क्या मैं देख सकता हूं कि दिखा है?
क्योंकि अब मैं देख सकता हूं आप की दिखा है
उन दिखाया दीन दिखाया दिखा दिखा है?

क्यों जाना नहीं था,
किससे मुझे दिखा दिखा दिखा मुंह सिखा दिखा है?

शेखर :

dाड़ा लाल बाबुराम
Humor

Joke of the Century or Perhaps Millennium:

1.0 A country which is democratic within its BORDERS, but, un-democratic at the Global Level, what would you call it:

   (a) Strategy  (b) Tragedy  (c) Super Tragedy  (d) International Tragedy  (e) International Strategy  (f) Authoritative  (g) Stupid Choice  (h) Ambassadorial

   Ans. My Guess, (c)

2.0 What will be the alternate option for name change for UNO?

   (a) Global Organization for Democracies (GOD)
   (b) Organization of Democracies and Dictators (ODD)
   (c) Democratically Elected Voice of International Level (or Leagues) (DEVIL)
   (d) Not Applicable
   (e) Can’t decide or declare
   (f) Positively (a)
   (g) Enormously (b)
   (h) Absolutely (c)
   (i) definitely (a)
   (j) Certainly (a)
   (j) Transcendent way is the best way
   (k) Who is in charge for renaming this organization?

   Ans. Absolutely (a)
RELAY RACE PHILOSOPHY:

Let’s ponder for a moment about "Relay Race Philosophy". Perhaps it can also be called as “Always Fast and Steady”.

(1) To run this race at "top" speed the age group will be let’s say 22yrs to 35 yrs.

(2) The question is, in a given country what’s the rate of replenishment of this age group of the work force. Let us assume that statisticians find it be 5% or less.

(3) Now let us assume there are two categories of people in the world. (a) Visionaries and (b) workers (the one who acts or toils). I think it will be wise to say that ratio of 1:100 will exist in a more civilized society. That is to Say 1% of total workforce population comprises of visionaries and rest is just actors. This ratio can change with stress and many more other real life factors.

(4) Now out of the remaining 99% of total population, if the rate of replenishment of the age group 22 to 35 yrs is 5% per year. Then by Circulating/cycling 5% of work force can produce "Fast and Steady progress". Then in this process did we create dormant and excellent workers in population and at what rates?

(5) Now if 5% annual rate of refreshment or replenishment applies to actors and what annual rate applies to visionaries of the world?
RULES FOR YOUTH

- Life is not fair; get used to it.
- The world won't care about your self-esteem. The world will expect you to accomplish something BEFORE you feel good about yourself.
- You will NOT make $60,000 a year right out of high school. You won't be a vice president with a car phone until you earn both.
- If you think your teacher is tough, wait until you get a boss. He doesn't have tenure.
- Flipping burgers is not flipping: They call it opportunity.
- If you mess up, it’s not your parent’s fault, so don’t whine.
- Before you were born, your parents weren’t as boring as they are now. They got that way from paying your bills, cleaning your clothes, and listening to you talk about how cool you are. So before you save the rain forest from the parasites of your parents generation, try “delousing” the closet in your own room.
- Your school may have done away with winners and losers, but life has not. In some schools they have abolished failing grades, they’ll give you as many chances as you want to get the right answer. This doesn’t bear the slightest resemblance to ANYTHING in real life.
- Life is not divided into semesters. You don’t get summers off and very few employers are interested in helping you find yourself.
- Television is NOT real life. In real life people actually have to leave the coffee shop and go to jobs.
- Be nice to nerds. Chances are you’ll end up working for one.

---------------------------------------------
Life is unfair. But that's for everyone, so I guess life is fair!
The Following programs or expressions or commercials do not represent views & opinions of Radiohumrahi or its affiliates & its staff. Viewer’s Discretion is always advised.

- Why do North Indians Look Different from South Indians? The Genetics of South Asia
- Who are the People of India’s Mysterious Andaman and Nicobar Islands? Genetics of India
- This Is What Happened When I Entered A Café That Ban Indians
- Rahul Gandhi most funny speeches ever
- Top 5 Places In India You're Not Allowed To Visit
- Embarrassing moment for Arvind Kejriwal
- Yogi Adityanath Funny Speech On Rahul Gandhi And Akhilesh Yadav
- Nana Patekar's BEST Reply On Effects Of Narendra Modi's Note Ban In India
- Nana Patekar in Aap Ki Adalat (Part 1) - India TV
- Shamless Rajdeep Sardesai SLAPPED By Sadguru
- Mukesh Ambani Insults Rajdeep Sardesai on his face Like A Boss
- How Modi Handles The Situation When He Faces Obama & Putin At A Same Moment in a Meeting on world stage.
Dr. Shashi Tharoor’s

Speech can be found on U Tube
Economics and political Systems

(1) Can anyone name a country which believes in a balanced approach to progress in human standards of living? Hint: Russia, France and perhaps India too.

(2) The percentage of voters turn out at polling booths is a direct reflection of satisfaction and confidence in “present and past” ruling governments of the citizens of the country or land or lands! Below 25-33 % turn out means miserable and bonded citizens! True () or False ()

(3) Can you name a country which is ruled by democracy or democratic laws, but, economy is ruled by tyrants or dictators or autocrats and suckers and which provides/yields misery for all?

(4) What’s a better political system which allows two or more extreme or ideologies co-exist as friends or foes may be in the form of expressions and or actions? It is granted that if more extremes exist in a political system more balanced the approach will be for the country to push forward to new heights of human civilization, other wise it can create a tunnel vision or tunnel me and breeds me-ism or otherwise known as greed and corruption or also called autism! Hint: socialism and capitalism or multilateralism existing together at the same time means a balanced mixture of all systems—all round approach (which creates business parties not enemies and that would be a world class company or country)

(5) It is true when two or more extremes (ideologies) co-exist the progress of human civilization will be a little slower than two identical/similar ideologies based system, however, the former type of system will produce more friends not enemies(if any)!

(6) Which ideology or system creates more friends? And which system should be called devilish or foolish imaginations!

(7) Hope we all cherish “it” without corruption (there are many forms of it e.g. excessive fees and levies etc.)
Name that Country that is practicing the following Policies and make it number one in the Universe by their own assertions; send your response by e-mail or texting for a cash reward of $50.00

Policies:

1) Hates Equal Pay for equal or more responsibilities
2) Loves indirect slavery, by asking educated people to sign away their inventions
3) Loves Harrying as long as you work 10 hrs a day and 60 hrs per week and ask for total of 40 hrs wages at min wage rates
4) Have to be Number One by hook or crook

HINT: Its name start with you not I

www.microvolt.com
It's not what you want in life...
It's knowing how to reach it.

It's not how high you want to rise.
It's knowing how to take off.
It's not the goal you set...

It's what you need to achieve it

It's not where you want to go

It's knowing how to get there
EMERGING PAYMENTS

Subway Brings In Touchscreen Kiosks To Reverse Drop In Sales
India will sell only electric cars within the next 13 years

In India, almost as many people die from air pollution as cigarette smoke
Lovers don’t finally meet somewhere. They’re in each other all along.

-Rumi
No one notices your tears,
No one notices your sadness,
No one notices your pains,
but they all notice your mistakes.

One day,
I would like to turn on the news and hear,
there is peace on earth.
Aditi Chaursia  
Co-Founder EngineerBabu, App and Web Development Company

Working Sunday’s make us feel like journey to our dream is real. Coz even working on Sunday’s don’t make us tired to feel more energetic and confident. In love with my work and life. Everyday a new challenge. Everyday something new to do. show more

BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR MEANS EVERY DAY IS MONDAY
(GET TO WORK.)

-Aaron Pantoja

Like · Comment · Share · 📈77 🙍‍♂️7

Mujtaba Nasri  
Quantity Surveyor at Bahria Town Karachi.

Like · Comment · Share · 📈56 🙍‍♂️6
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Vjays Goud it’s my home.....
Like · Reply · 📈3 🙍‍♂️5

Adil Hussain Viara Goud Thank you
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SURROUND YOURSELF WITH PEOPLE WHO ENCOURAGE YOU, INSPIRE YOU, AND BELIEVE IN YOUR DREAMS
Thank You